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Workflow Information – update from Therese Landin 

Watson IoT videos and course study information on Workflow.  

Workflow Implementation Guide – 52 pages – it gives a good overview of the process, nodes, etc. This is 

probably all you need to pass the questions for this section of the test. However, if you are more visual 

there are Demos and Simulations with Quizzes after each one to show you the information that is 

provided in the Implementation guide.  

This information is NOT meant to teach you how to create Workflow processes inside Maximo. It is only 

to give you a high level introduction and allow you to understand how the Workflow engine works in 

Maximo and be able to understand the graphical representation inside Maximo. 

Item Master Stock vs. Non-Stock Item 

Demonstrated in the recording. This is a new feature in Maximo 7.6. In previous versions of Maximo, the 

Stock/Non-Stock was just a field value on the Inventory record. Now it is a field value at the organization 

level. There is a default Stock Category value in each Organization record that is used for this setting for 

each new Item Master record. 

Once you have set an Item Master record to Non-Stock, you cannot add it to any storerooms to create 

Inventory records for it. It can be added to PRs and POs and planned on Work Orders. On the Work 

Order it will default to Direct Issue for purchasing. 

Once you have an Item Master record added to one or more Storerooms, you cannot change the Stock 

Category from Stock to Non-Stock. 

Item Kit an IBM Definition 

An item kit is a group of items that are issued as a single unit. You can assemble an 
item kit and add the kit to a storeroom as a package of items. 
You use the Item tab of the Item Master application to create a kit record for an item. 
After you create a kit record for an item, you can define the structure of the kit using 
the Item Assembly Structure tab. You can specify the items that will make up the kit 
and the quantities of each item to be included. 
 
You can preassemble item kits and issue them to work orders; all cost and balance 
information are updated on the kit inventory record. The individual items that make up a 
kit are considered part of the kit. The items are not tracked separately in inventory once 
you have assembled them into a kit. This means that balances for an item record do not 
include any instances of that item that are currently part of a kit. When you assemble a 



kit, the balance of the item kit record is increased, and the current available balance of 
the components used to construct the item kit is decreased. 
 
Note: when you build the components of the kit, you cannot use items that are flagged 
as rotating, condition-enabled, or lotted. 
 
The kit can be used to perform a specific task, such as routine maintenance. You can 
then issue an item kit to a work order using the single item kit record, instead of entering 
multiple, separate item records. The technicians on a work order use all the 
components within the kit to perform their work. They can also return any unused 
components back to a storeroom. 
 
Use the Disassemble Kit action to break an item kit back into its respective 
components in inventory. Disassembing a kit decreases the balance of the item kit 
record and increases the balance of the individual kit components in the storeroom. 
 

Note: there are several examples in our training environment of Kits. Just search for the Kits checkbox 

and/or the word Kit in the Item description. 

Item Assembly Structure an IBM Definition 

An item assembly structure is a list of parts and subassemblies that you need to build 
an item or to define the requirements of a location. Use item assembly structures on 
rotating items and on items in a kit. 
 
You can copy an item assembly structure. You can use the item assembly structure for 
an existing item as a template and copy it to another item record. If an existing item 
assembly structure is like what you need, you can save time when compared with 
creating another item assembly structure. 
 
Specify the item assembly structure on an item record, and use the parent item number 
associated with the item assembly structure to identify it. While you can use any item as 
the top level of an item assembly structure, you can apply an item assembly structure to 
an asset or to an operating location only if you mark the parent item as a rotating item. 
 

An IBM Example of an item assembly structure 

A five-horsepower motor and its constituent parts are used in 10 rotating asset 
subassembly structures in a plant. Rather than specifying the component parts on all 10 
asset records, you can create the asset records and copy the five-horsepower motor 
item assembly structure to each record. The item assembly structure is applied to the 
asset subassembly structure and/or to the spare part. Similarly, you could copy the 
same item assembly structure to the 10 operating locations in the plant that require the 
motor and its parts. You can apply item assembly structures to asset and to location 
records within those respective applications. 
 



Example record in Item Master application in our training environment 
 

• Item ID: HOSEASSEMBLY, Description: Example of Item Assembly - Hose 
Assembly 

• 3 other items listed 

• In Inventory Record, pricing would be based on the cost of the 3 raw materials 
plus labor to assemble.  

• Labor would be billed to a standing work order to create this spare part. 
 

Rotating Assets an IBM Definition 

Rotating assets are assets that are interchangeable, such as motors, pumps, fire 
extinguishers, or PC monitors. Rotating assets have both a unique asset number and 
an inventory item number. You can use the item number to track assets as a group as 
assets are moved in and out of inventory and other types of locations. The asset 
number is useful for tracking instances of assets as they are moved from one location to 
another and from one site to another. 
 
Before you can create a record for a rotating asset in the Assets application, the rotating 
item record must first be created in the Item Master application. 
Non-rotating assets do not move in and out of storerooms.  
 

An IBM Example of a rotating asset 

A company might have four identical (same make, same model) centrifugal pumps, so 
all four pumps would have the same item number. To track the use, the repairs, and the 
locations of each individual pump, each pump has its own, unique asset number. 
 

Asset Subassembly an IBM Definition 

You can build the asset hierarchy as an arrangement of buildings, departments, assets, and 

subassemblies. The asset hierarchy provides a convenient way to roll up maintenance costs so 

that you can check accumulated costs at any level, at any time.  

Example record in training environment: 

Asset ID: 11210 Circulation Fan 

Spare Parts Tab, Subassemblies section: 11211 Motor Starter 

 


